THE REDESIGNED CXT GANTRY CRANE

An even better fit
Make the most of your working area

When you don’t have room for a standard elevated runway, choose the CXT gantry crane. With the CXT gantry crane you can build your production in multiple layers. It maximizes your operating area and uses our well-known CXT hoist, built to last with specialized Konecranes components, for all of your lifting needs.

With specially-designed steel structures, the CXT gantry crane can fit into different kinds of buildings and areas, indoor or outdoor. It is available in several different girder designs and trolley configurations.

BENEFITS

• Latest engineering and calculating tools to ensure easy and quick purchase.
• The compact CXT hoist maximizes the use of space and allows efficient work around the crane.
• Comprehensive set of features and options to increase safety.
• For hoisting and traveling specifically designed core components (motors, gears and controls) ensure reliable operations.

FACTS AT GLANCE

• capacity: up to 30t* in total with 1–2 hoists
• lifting heights: up to 12m*
• span: up to 25m*
• runway: up to 120m*

*By request capacity up to 80t, lifting height up to 10-15m, span up to 25–60m, runway up to 240m

Lifecycle care in real time

In order to deliver our comprehensive approach to maintenance “Lifecycle Care in Real Time” we use TRUCONNECT®, a suite of remote service products and applications. Remote Monitoring uses sensors to gather usage data—running time, motor starts, work cycles and brake condition.

Usage data is viewable on customer portal – yourKONECRANES.com. You can view, analyze and easily share aggregated data, for a single asset or an entire fleet. Insights can be drawn by observing anomalies, patterns and trends, helping you make fact-based decisions to support maintenance operations and drive improvements in safety and productivity.

We want you to get the most from your long-term crane investment. It should give you optimal performance for the entire lifetime of your equipment, through the latest technology, regular maintenance and outstanding global customer service.
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